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A NO SIR... NO JOBS
M TOO BIG FOR SENTER

BRICK COMPANY
;\f. "BUILD WITH BRICK"

HOME INDUSTRY FARM I STATE
Now, you can't afford to build with "As a farmer I know that BRICK pays Public structures are built for perma-v
anything but BRICK. Not so long ago iarl| oft. BRICK is cooler in summer, warm- nence That is why BRICK is always

only the well-to-do could afford a Is
_

©r in winter, more comfortable - - - used. For this reason tax rates are
BRICK home, but today only the rich _ _ -y* -- * and above all safe. lower,
can afford anything else. 1

> 3»I IHm operating costs are lower too, Hard-burned BRICK always have more
jMth a BRICK home you save on long buildings. I never have to than the necessary strength. Accord-

grange costs, such as painting, pest- paint the exterior of my barn or home ing to a recent compressive strength
i proofing, waterproofing, insurance and I use less fuel in winter. Termites test made by the Froehling & Robert-
' and depreciation. On these items, ane l other pests can't destroy BRICK. son Inc., Richmond, Va., an average
- you save as much as $23.58 each I ain't bragging, but if you want to , BRICK from SENTER BRICK COMPANY

montlsin 20 yrs. oh a,510,000 home. s« v« money in a long run -- - Build can stand 112480 lbs. pressure per
So buttd with BRICK for economy and

********** ~ * *

With BRICK. ~ ' •

beauty, you'll be dollars ahead be-
fore your home is paid for. BRICK from SENTER BRICK COMPANY

. . . . ... ... , .
have been used in the following coun—Industry builds with BRICK because it ties for public structures in the past

plans to stay in business a long time. / .. two veors
An industry built with BRICK stands *'/l

¦ WHipjyn for quality. Industry owes it to its m| y
8 . community to make its building a Y# .Pw „.

Edgecombe

L. -r Jfty y matter of civic pride. With BRICK, 1 y
# / Hoke Pitt

maintenance costs are kept at a min- vy7 IIff) Roberson Franklin
imum year in, year out... Resulting Bladen" 3 cTa^Sie

111™ H in higher profit. I /If// Duplin Person

jj Industry recommends time-tested, de- x&m\ y* Carteret A1 imance
*

~w. n pendable building materials like \\. Wayne Orange 1
Uv-if BRICK and Clay Tile for the best and Lenoir Wake rWs * Wv.T?tr safest in building. f V

“
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SENTER ,m proud aay miA

BRICKW m MM ¦ M My Banker Loaned Me Money Be- fu^JL
M MHk A A I MJf cause He Knew I Was Building With |

ft 1 II |Ub | 1 Jft II H BRICK. He said I Was a Better Fin-
I ¦ II IW V ancial Risk, and Pointed Out That

, MP W H' I *

a BR| CK Home Has a Greater Long
Te.rm Value Because It Depreciates
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